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PARIS Ky Aug Cassius
M Clay has given out the following re
ply to Miss Alice Lloyds most recent
attack upon him

I see by an article in The Com
mercial Tribune of Aug 23 that Miss
Mice Lloyd or perhaps her employers
the Burley society dissatisfied with

she made in Paris Aug 2
in reply to one made by
mined after three weeks
to try it over again On occasion
I followed an Equity speaker and was
replied to by Miss Lloyd without any
opportunity on my part to respond

In that speech I did not refer to
Miss Lloyd at all I not like Miss
Lloyd have a good many other things
to do besides writing for the press
and consequently will make this arti
cle as brief as possible I shall not
repeat or summarize the speech then
made with which I am reasonably
satisfied but snail first correct some
gross misrepresentations mainly

and then discuss a matter I
simply referred to LeBus
pledge

Question of Price Raised
Miss Lloyd in order to break the

force of some authentic
thing they do not deal I
gave in reference to my own crop
makes the assertion that the

paid me much more than others
for the same quality of tobacco in or
der to buy my influence I do not go
into details of this charge but give
the substance This charge is

the least scintilla of proof or truth
I have heard the same charge made
against others who had the manhood
to tell the truth about these matters
It is the regulation reply to any man
who might dare to deny the outrage
ous distortion of facts as given by the
Equity orators Now what are the facts
in relation to my own tobacco In the
last eight or nine we have sold
about as often to the independents as
to the Continental the highest price
being given by an independent

In 1904 two years before any pool
was formed when we sold a large
amount at 12 cents the next to the
largest price we ever received we
were first offered the same price by
Mr Leer an independent but sold
finally to the Continental on account of
a small difference in distance to be
hauled to the When
over we sold to the Continental we
could have sold at very nearly the
same price to the independents

Charge is Denied
talk about Continental buyers

being instructed to give me more than
our tobacco was worth is without foun
dation in fact and I defy any man to
give any valid proof of such statement
The credulity of Miss Lloyd in

so willingly the fake tories of
malicious or de persons might raise
the suggestion of mental aberration

as a matter of course by
fluency acuteness and literary

but I think the more probable
and juster view is to attribute it to a
reckless fanaticism strengthened if
not engendered by the long impunity
duritig the reign of terror with which
she in her numerous and voluminous
epistles has spoken of men and things
without denial or refutation or it

possibly be to take a more
worldly view that it was done by order
of her employers who in their peculiar
work desired to hide behind a lady

In order to cover up the miserable
management and favoritism of the
Equity society and at the same time
give a seeming support to the charge
of Continental favoritism she claims
that our tobacco in the 1907 pool was
below the average of the Burley dis
trict when the fact was exactly the
reverse While fifteen hogsheads were
good tobacco above the average
teen hogsheads were of extra quality
We had two extra fine crops in 1907
of about equal quality one in the pool
and one outside

Resold at Increased Price
The one that did not go into the

pool we sold in winter order about
Feb 1 1908 to sin independent at 13
cents per pound He after mixing it
with a much inferior crop shipped to
Cincinnati and sold at an average of
over 17 cents per pound

In the opinion of the purchaser our
crop realized for him at least over 19
cents average which if you allow for
shrinkage insurance commissions and
interest would have brought between
25 and 30 cents in the pool All the
other tobacco of 1907 would have
brought on the basis of actual sale
over 20 cents in the pool

So the public can see how farfetched
and untrue is the assertion that our
pooled tobacco was very common to
bacco

The only way to break the force of
our figures was to make these baseless
charges In fact in the pool of 1907
mean tobacco and good tobacco were
put at substantially the same prices
the Equity unconsciously or con
sciously conspiring with the Continent
al to put up the price of the low grades
the goods mainly used by the independ
ents in order to cripple tem they
using a much larger percentage of low
grades than high in their manufac
tories t

Monopoly in Good Tobacco
If low grades can be made as high

in price as good then almost every
pir i of the United States can compete
in r isjng tobacco as low grades can
be grown almost anywhere If such
be the case then neither the Equity nor
anything else tan sustain prices

The raising of good tobaco is
limited enough for us to

always if not obstructed by
the consequences of the Equitys
Policy get good prices under any con
ditions but it poor tobacco is attempt
ed to be put on the market at high
prices then no power on earth can
keep up prices for production would
vastly overflow consumption

Miss Lloyd denies that there has
been a substantial denial of free
speech I myself wrote in February

ticle on the tobacco but was
by discreet friends to whom I

showed it that it would be foolhardy
and unwise to attempt to publish it
and I did Mr Chit of Mason had
Tie roanhood and audacity to attempt
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to answer one of Miss Lloyds numer
ous effusions and the next night so the
newspapers stated his tobacco bed was
scraped and a grave dug as a warning
to him to forbear

The facts are too patent for further
There are a great many

mistake and bad calculations in Miss
Lloyds piece too numerous and tedi

to correct For instance in
my figures she does not give them

correctly
She gives as the net price of my

pooled tobacco 1090 when it should
be 1008 and upon this incorrect

bases deceptive and misleading
calculations and arguments the mis-

take making a difference of nearly
cent per pound

statement of Mr Hoffman and
also the hearsay are of Mr Toewater
whose authenticity I rather doubtr
both prove that the claims of the
Equity orators were wild and exag
gerated but even to the opinion of Mr
Hoffman I could oppose the testimony
of scores of reputable dealers We

ourselves although we provided extra
work in mining roadbuilding etc had
several of our tobacco men to leave
the State and such exodus was

I do not propose to repeat the-
arguments I made in the speech to
which Miss Lloyd now for the second
time replies but I wihs here to call
attention to the despotic vindictive
spirit which the Equity by mis-

j representation and multiplicity of
tries to break down any one that

I dares to oppose them
I With their host of paid speakers

their press bureau their organized
force in each county and last though
not least their immense reserve fund
composed as yet of 10 per cent of
gross sales and 3 per hogshead

amounting to far over 1000
000 they hope to intimidate all in
dividuals opposed to them by the fury
and multiplicity of attack at least if
not by logic and reason

Le Bus Pledge Analyzed
Let us now examine the Le Bus

pledge The tobacco is given over
absolutely by the owner to the trust
with no limit as to price time or
selling of how much percentage of
crop may be necessary to form pool
or in regard to any other important
matter They can charge what they
please for every phase of its handling
The Cantrill compromise makes it no
better but worse for it uselessly adds
a tax of 1 per hogshead and 10000
in addition upon the grower already to
be borne down by expenses ad bad
management and right here 1st me
say that neither Mr Le Bus nor any
one else has ever answered my ques
tion as to whether Mr Le Bus had
on August 2 between onefifth and one
sixth of his pooled 1907 crop unsold
and unpaid for and by the way who
is getting the interest on the vast
reserve fund

The owner is required to contribute
11 per cent gross not net receipts
of sale of his tobacco to the stock
of a mammoth corporation which is to
yearly grow by a similar contribution

I do not want to be a pessimist but
I firmly believe that if this scheme
succeeds that this corporation with all
its ramifications of and influ
ence with its executive committee
finally its boss and with its ample
means making such alliances with
other tobacco societies as may te
necessary will absolutely control Ken
tucky not only its tobacco business
but also its politics and its policies

I believe It will control Kentucky
more thoroughly than the

Central railroad ever did Penn
sylvania or the New York Central
New York state

No man will successfully run for
the legislature where it has power or
Congress or Governor or United States
Senator or Judge without its sane
tion and approval

Our laws will be debauched by
vicious special legislation in their be
half and the judges elected to legalize
such laws

It may be that the theories and
vagaries of Miss Lloyd may be legally
put into effect In some of her

effusions she has announced the
main plank of the gospel of commun
ism that the majority should legally
rule in commercial and business

as she claims they have the
moral right to do

Vague Hint at Theory
She vaguely hints at this theory in

her present article and in her Ver
sailles speech of August 23 in

with my name she says approv
ingly that the constitutional conven
tion myself included declared I quote
from The Herald that there twere no
inalienable rights but that all the
rights a man could demand were those
he fought for or could win or hold
Evidently she has never read the con

stitutionSection
1 of the bill of rights

that all men are by nature free
and equal and have certain inalienable
rights among which are reckoned
first the right of enjoying and de
fending their lives and liberties 5

the right of acquiring and protecting
their property

Section 2 says Absolute and arbi
trary power over the lives liberty and
property of freemen exists nowhere in
a republic not even in the largest

All through our constitution
and laws are numerous prohibitions on
the power of the majority and even
upon each of the three departments
of government in order to protect the
rights tf individuals who may be In
a minorityAnalogy Is Drawn

In fact the only difference between
the despotic democracies of the French
Revolution of Greece Rome and an
cleat times and ours is that we have-
a government of checks and

which the individual is protected
in his rights from the fury of the mob
and in them the despotism of the ma
jority led by some tyrannical

pierre wls unlimited and gppalHng-

Fotf our countrys sake for the sake
of generations unborn let us not

this our fair heritage the
of centuries of Anglican effort

through Wood and treasure in the
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development of liberty and its safe
guards a well regulated constitutional
government In which the rights of all
the majority as well as the minority
be that minority one or more are
amply

Again if they succeed in forming
this pool with all its possible exercise
of influence and power and they get
in the same or worse condition than
in 1908 they will again try to cut out
the crop and the consequences will
be violence lawlessness and bloodshea

in fine anarchy throughout the
StateNow let me give for what it is
worth a word of warning to the far
mers the land owners who may
said to have land monopoly
unions have only labor to sell and
no man is forced to buy it

Men Forced to Buy
in regard to other

the produce of the land men are
forced to buy to meet the necessities
of bare existence There Is

dangerous prejudice against the pri
vate ownership of land as shown by
the works of Henry George and
others

Nothing woufd forward this cpm
munistic movement so much as
the farmers to get in the habjt of form
ing organizations to try to put up the
price of the products of the farms the
necessities of life So the farmers
should go into these pools with the
greatest caution and only when
lied by an evident necessity

All great political economists unite
In affirming that with increasing pop
ulation that there is a constant ten
deucy for the produce of the land to
relatively increase the price under the
ordinary working of the laws of
ply and demand If we are wise we
will be content with letting alone well
enough and improving conditions a
status alone consistent with all other
things that are good and proper and

j not rouse the sleeping lion
It may be that a wise providence

both for our protection and that of the
other classes of society placed gMt

I practical obstacles in the way of com
to control the price of the

i produce of the land which includes all

ar
tide in reply to Miss Lloyd I
learned that Mondays article

my speech of August 22 at
i Paris along with some other matter
has also been printed in The
and I believe 250000 copies in the
of supplements no doubt at great ex
pense have been issued to be

in all parts of Kentucky and
j other states where they raise
tobacco

I suppose all this is to bo paid for
out of money derived from pooled
crop If so then an illegal burden to
be home by the tobacco growers in
the 1907 pool myself included I can
hope to reach only the slightest

of the people who may be
by the gross personal misrep

of myself and views But
in order that the regular subscribers at
least of The Herald may understand
the full facts in the case I have also
had republished my speech of August
2 at Paris to which now Miss Lloyd
has twice replied-

C M CLAY
The speech follows

i

I speak with reluctance on account
of my physical condition but am im
pelled to do so by force of conscien
tious conviction and the gravity of the
situation I believe that the

at least as far as white Burley
is concerned has been based upon a
wholesale misrepresentation and ex
aggeration of the facts in the case the

I speakers for the Equity being mainly
politicians and not tobacco raisers
and giving hearsay and Imaginary fig
ures and statements which on account
of the widespread intimidation have
not been answered and corrected by
those who knew better In fact

all their prominent speakers of the
last two years who seemed to be so
enthused with the love of the dear
farmer and tobacco raiser were in
fact as the result proved simply

for CantriU
Kimball Elliston and probably others

LeBus for a 25000 salary And
i in this campaign the speakers are or
have been the salaried employes and

I officers of the society
There is no commodity about which

misrepresentation is easier than to
bacco the prices of different grades
vary greatly and the same grade at
different times Also the price Varies
greatly as between heavy winter order

summer so at any time
comparing the sale of low grades

high grades or the same to
bacco at different times of the year a
person may honestly be greatly dej
ceived and how much more so when
there may be an intention to deceive
and the reign of terror prevents any

replyAs
far as I can ascertain and I
taken much pains to ascertain

average price and the conditions
of the farmer and tenants have been
grossly misrepresented by the Equity
orators I myself have been a

raiser for sixteen or seventeen
years growing each year several crops
in partnership with tenants To
give the devil his due candor
compels me to state that I did not
do well with tobacco until the Conti
mental commenced to buy in the coun
try not in any instance getting over
eight cents and generally for
my tobacco So much were we

ol
barns into cattle out then
we have averaged ov ten for
ojir tobacco have made big profit on
our land and our tenants have done
equally as well making tVO or three
times as much as they could have
made in other business

We will give a detailed statement of
prices later Our toabcco was sold
generally in the first hall of January
in our awn barns in heavy winter or
der at soirfe point

any whatever except the
slight one of hauling and the

was made immediately Now
one case does not make a rule and I
have faithfully tried to find out prices
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received by others My neighbors
have generally done as well as myself
and some a good deal better One

in the far end of the county has
raised twelve crops and cents
was the least price and twelve cents
the highest he received Upon the
most reliable information we can get
from original sources and in our
anxiety to be accurate and do justice
Ave applied to the Continental for Its
figures for Bourbon county I

that for the last five or six years
the average price for our county has
been about nine cents per pound and
the most far more than half of this
tobacco was sold In the barn and hauled
in loose order without other expense
to some nearby receiving point
Finally I can truly say that no busi
ness in this section has ever before
been profitable to the farmer and
tenant as tobacco raising for the

of the last six or eight years As
a matter of course there are some
improvident men who save nothing
however much they may make but I

assert that on land in any way suitable
for tobacco the tenant has done far
better than he could have done at any
other business and finally that

land has paid the landlord after
charging un all expenses from 50 to

85 and in like proportion
to the tenant

In a speech made here on this
eighteen months ago opposing

the cutting out of the 1908 crop I
stated that the facts when truly un
derstood did not justify the pooling of
the crop and the only justification of
thp pooling crop was such a
condition of the tobacco business as
made pooling necessary in order to
get a living price that as the Burley
society was organized its members
scattered through many counties and
even states with every possible dis
similarity of condition financial and
Otherwise that it was utterly
sible for them to act without friction
delay negligence and favoritism that
many and unexpected abuses would
surely grow up and that cutting out tha
1908 crop threatened the peace arid
prosperity of the state that as It was
a face that not over half at most of
the growers were in the pool and that
in order to make the movement of
the mere cutting out of the crop

that the remaining 50 per cent
growers would have to be

and intimidated that it would be im
possible for them to agree upon such
a policy on account of dissimilarity of
opinions conditions and necessi

some being able to hold their
tobacco and having to mortgage
their crop before being raised and
Other too numerous conditions to
enumerate Suph agreement being im
posslble it theth hecomes necessary Jn
order to succeed for various kinds of

to be resorted to mild
peaceful by the lawabiding but
degenerating into violence and

by the more ignorant and
restrained members of the pool

I stated then eighteen months ago
that any policy that tended directly or
indirectly intentionally or uninten

itionally to violence and lawlessness
to be condemned by all just

minded and patriotic persons All our
rights of life liberty and property are
based upon and made good by the en

of the law and I could not
see how any man who is interested In
the solid and true interests of the
country could countenance any policy
that leads even Indirectly but in this
case Inevitably to violence and disor
der Violence and disorder when
begun breed numerous broods of
progeny which not only affect the

business but every other inter
jest of society and no man may see the

of such feuds thus created
In addition to the above I said at

the same time eighteen months ago
that if the cutting out of the crop was
effected that there would be three

results First that it would
encourage the raising of tobacco in
iother sections of the country beyond
the influence and intimidation of the
Equity society and then I went on to

parts of the country
where it could and would in many
cases of extra quality In all

be raised aand that we could do
tobacco interests here in Kentucky

incalculable damage by raising up
formidable and dangerous competition

All that
I spoke of as possible has come to
pass and this years crop will be hard
to sell on account of the great in
crease of tobacco outside of our old
Burley district

Secondly I stated that the policy of
the Burley society would drive out of
the state many of our tenants and the
men employed by them a great and
undeseryed hardship upon them By
permitting them to raise tobacco a
business in which they were very

and could earn two or three
times as much as in any other

a small quantity of land
could support a large number

of them while if they were forced to
raise corn or other crop it would re
quire several times the number of
acres to allow them the same profit
so that necessarily many would be
forced to leave Everybody knows
that such was the result

Thirdly I stated that it would bring
on disorder and lawlessness throughout
the Burley district Such prediction
was amply verified Brutal whippings
barn burning and all sorts of outrages
and even murder were committed with
impunity All free speech on this
question has been practically denied
and any statement of Equity orators
however exaggerated or wild has gone
without any public denial or refutation
such impunity adding to exaggeration

misrepresentation of such state
j

Now from this date on I hope it will
be very different Now let us what
are the financial results of pooling the
1906 and 1907 crops out of

for the present all the other
disastrous Jesuits of which I small

s
giving way to the desires tif two of By
tenants In Bourbon we placed two
crops of twentyfour acres and thirty
three hogsheads in the pool
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is so deceptive as tobacco prices un
less you know all the conditions and
circumstances Twentyseven

of this tobacco has been sold
and 90 percent of the price paid us
and putting the other hogsheads at
average price the whole will average
16 59100 cents per pound Now let
us see what it will be when the prop
er reductions are made I have

generally for the last eight
sold my tobacco in the first half

of January in heavy winter order in my
barn with the only expense of haul

it in loose order to be delivered at
some near point and I shall compare
prices upon the basis of selling

as usual to be delivered the
15th of January As I was very anx
ious to be fair and right about this
matter I showed my figures to the
president of the Bourbon Equity

and he could make no valid
objection to them I do not wish to
speak for the hour but for tomorrow
and the hereafter and do not wish
to take any advantage of the society I
owned a third of this tobacco
Thirtythree Hogsheads and Twenty

four Acres in Pool of 1907 Crop
Sold 27 hogsheads my third re

ceived 139513
Not sold 6 hogsheads my

third put at average price 31802

Total received and estimat
ed 171315

List of Expenses
Insurance three times on one

third 150 for 4 months 4500
Prizing October 15 1908 12200

Ibs at 50c per cwt 6100
Storage at price fixed by

Equity 25c per month on 11
hogsheads for 13 months 3575

Interest on the above 3 items
until repaid by sale of the
tobacco underestimated

Total amount of expense 14475
Leaves after paying these

156840
Interest at 6 per cent on capi

tal held in tobacco from
January 15 1908 to May 15
1909 11618

156840 11618 the value
January 15 1908 145222

Onethir of 24 acres equals 8

acres 145222
One acre 18150

Whatever may be received from 10
per cent reserve fund to be added

What my tobacco brought in pre
vious years early in January in the
average

Per lb
per acre 18077

10 plus 1903 per acre 20997
11 and 12 1904 per acre 3

crops averaget21S09andN2 1

crops 25000 22872
6 to 934 1905 per acre 3

crops 16528 and 1

9546 14195
10 1906 per acre 3 crops

17477 and 2 crops 1734
17539

per acre 3 crops
22847

Average for 1902 1903 and
1904 20639
What did the pooled crop which

sold at 1659 bring January 15 1908
the time generally sell

October an acre weighed 1522 lbs
An acre weighed January 15 1908

estimated 1800 Ibs
Price January 15 1908 1008 cts

Remarks on Calculation
The pool and crop was composed

of one crop of eighteen hogsheads of
strictly No 1 quality better than
that that sold for 25000 and 12
cents an acre in 1904 being raised by
same parties and balance of fifteen
hogsheads was a fair crop of sound

good weight The calcu
lation of money received and expenses
that were legitimate and comparison
of January 15 1908 and final value
was shown time Burley president for
Bourbon county Now I claim
that if no part of the reserve fund is
paid that this tobacco that sold for

cents in the pool only nets 1009
on the 15th of January 1908 and

also that this reduction of nominal
value not only refers to my crop

every crop in the pool whether in
the Bluej Grass or elsewhere and that
every crop should be
charged with the same percentage of
expenses It makes no difference
whether the owner himself furnishes
all or a part of these items of ax
pense or he gets somebody else to do
so and I defy any one to show that
they are not equitable and necessary
charges to be made in any correct cal
culation I have also a calculation
made in a bill made out by the Equity
on a 1906 crop in the pool This crop
of 3120 pounds was appraised at
when delivered to the Equity 1730
cents per pound or 54067 The

charged by the Equity amount
ed to enough to leave the net amount
to the owner 38338 This tobacco
was delivered to the Equity February
25 1907 and paid for at tbe end
two years so far as I can determine
from the account Discounting 38338
for two years and it equals 34230
which equals about 109
pound In this case all the reserve
but 1 cents was paid you can
see how deceptive these figures are
and how they give falser impressions

value t
Now in jour pooled tobacco

itmapgtePper reductions
amounts to only 18l acre or
afiout pet in
Icreased by any ropfes r that
may be paids As compared wiffl other
years the pefac e Is a
great deal less than average for
the years 1904 1903 and 1902 that
average s20639 three
years were before any pool had been
formed the st pool being on the
1906 crop It is also a good deal less
than the average for the six years of
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which paid promptly and onefourth
the Independents Now instead of

calflng for twentyfour at least of our
tobacco they asked for 23 leaving
back ten Instead of 9 hogsheads as
they should Then I understand there
were about 4400 hogsheads allotted to
the Independents who failed to take
it On this basis not over three hogs
heads of ours should have been left on
hand unsold instead of six I wonder
and I want him to answer it if Presi
dent LoBes has between onefifth and
onesixth of all his tobacco in the 1907
crop still unsold and unpaid for We
hope he will answer I have in the
last eight years always delivered my
tobacco and Immediately
payment

This pooled tobacco was sold last
October or November and yet not
paid for If I should individually have
sold my tobacco last fall and yet have
not received payment for it I think my
friends should apply to the court to
have me declared incapable of

to my business and to have
trustee appointed to take charge of it

Notice one more thing about the cal
culation That my tenants who did
not go into the 1907 pool got more for
their tobacco than those that did Now
we have shown that financially the
pool was no such success as claimed
for it let us see what the other
results of the societys In the
first place we have lost al the profit
of the 1908 crop and the labor that
would have produced it to a great

thrown out of employment and
in many instances forced the
state Secondly we have driven our
largest and best buyers out of the
state They had established

at our county seats so we could
sell them our tobacco at home with
out the uncertainty and expense of
shipping to faroff markets They have
sold out their property and left the
state so far as I know I was

the other day with one of our
best farmers and asked him if lie had
sold his grass seed by the territory un
gathered He replied that s he had a
son old enough to learn business that
he could not afford to do so for fear
that his son might do the same way
He was wise Exercise d jveldps

The only way to up the
character of our people judgment
selfreliance and manhood is to give
them the opportunity to exercise these
qualities By turning over our

to a committe of managers or
maybe to one boss as this new pledge
indicates we tend to make babies and
weaklings of our people There Is no
more certain and surer entering wedge
to socialism or communism Another
evil result of this Equity movement
has been a substantial denial of free
speech Any policy must be

unsound that demands as one
of its necessities the suppression of
free speech Our colleges schools and
our various means of cultivating the
mind are all intended to teach us to
think for ourselves In the conflict of
reasonable debate and discussion error
is gradually eliminated and truth evo
luted and strengthened Any cause
that will not submit to this test there
by confesses its weakness and un
soundness Again the policy of the
Burley trust or society has very much
increased the production of tobacco
outside of our Burley district Reports
from Missouri Illinois Indiana Ohio
West Virginia Tennessee and also the
outlying counties of Kentucky all
speak of much increased production
The tenants and workers that you
drove out last year are valuable assist
ants in this development The

figures in regard to prices of the
Equity orators have no doubt very
much aided this movement The hen
that laid the golden eggs has been

crippled if not killed Again
whether intended or not they have
produced a crop of violence and law
lessness which has brought shame and
humiliation on every patriotic Ken
tuckian as well as financial disaster
and which crop I fear may be peren
nial unless we arouse ourselves to a
full of the situation and de
termine to take the necessary meas
ures to extirpate it The only reason
why Bourbon county and a few other
counties have escaped the most of this
lawlessness has been the forbearance
of the independent tobacco growers
and ther refusal to exercise their le
gal rights in the control of their prop
erty and business The Equity men
were their friends and neighbors and
for once they were willing to help them
out of the hole into which their policy
had placed them The Equity has
even prostituted or attempted to
titute the legislation of the state by
special acts to theirpurposes
of domination and By one
bill they made a breach of contract a
misdemeanor in order to control with
a rod of iron their own refractory
members By the McCord of
the worst measures ever presented to
a Kentucky provided
that or could

in Kentucky unless he was
licensed to do so by certain official
or officers who as a matter course
were to be elected in the interests of
the Equity or if not elected to be
so influenced Every instinct of
statesmanship and enlightenment
was against this bill Vhat we
need is more buyers not fewer
If we had to do either it would
be much better to give avbpunty to
buyers instead of putting an embargo
upon them This bill founded in folly
and bigotry was supported by the
Equity society and was personally
urged by them upon the legislature
but after passing the house was

by the hardest of work in the
Senate Any man who did not

this bill was denounced as an
enemy of the farmer and in the reign
of terror many were intimidated

Now how shall we sell without the
pool I admit that the Equity has
made the conditions hard If as the
Equity Continental has been
making enormous J fits and this

supports then tbfsPvery flct
and especially for the future since the
government has established sufficient
amount ra best guar
antee and security that tM Continental
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will have competition in buying
co There is no natural monopoly in
manufacturing tobacco With the great

competition in manufacturing tobacco
will arise Though they
may buy it out for a while still new
competition will spring up like the
water in some great everlasting
spring whose flowing is rather in
creased than diminished by

the water from it As a mat
iteer of fact we have had more or
less competition for the last six
or eight years since the Continental

j commenced buying in the country suf

prices for our tobacco during that
period For about half of that time

on land not suitable for tobacco where

ably a good deal of the new territory
will quit raising and thus reduce the
supply and increase the price If to
bacco were to sell too high so that
the consumption at the price would not
take up the supply raised then the
accumulating surplus would be a
weight to break down the market
finally A fair price for a commodity
Is the average price at which

or the demand will take up
the supply too high or too low the
equalization process is bound to go on

The mills of the gods grind slowly
but exceedingly fine

These forces embodying the law of
supply and demand work without cost
or friction or violence or disorder On
the other hand the artificial

of the Equity works by the arbi
trary dictation of an executive com
mittee or president taking a mans
business out of his hands with all
sorts of costs for prizing insurance
storage interest shrinkage fees and
salaries with all its bulldozing of

and the attendant violence and
lawlessness Then again as a further
means of protection against all
trusts the Continental as well as
the Equity the worst probably how
ever well intentioned by its founders
we have ever had send sensible
practical men not demagogues to the
legislature and congress who will pass

laws to regulate trusts
This Is a very complicated matter and
even the best meen at first and after
ward will make mistakes but let them
profit by their gradually
as taught by experience evolute laws
that will approximately accomplish
the purpose Then let the people
elect honest and fearless executive
officers to enforce the law But to be
honest we must trust mainly to the
law of supply and demand

The speakers on the other side
regard to the new pledge give about

same reasons in defense of it
that the Czar of Russia would give in
justifying his refusal to give further
liberty to his parliament and his peo
pIe The details of this pledge will no
doubt be thoroughly discussed by Mr

CantrillNow
in conclusion I want to say I

come here with a good many handi
caps In the way of physical condition
and voice solely if I know myself in
a spirit of patriotism We are all frail
I can afford to speak the truth for I
want nothing Mr Watterson has well
said that a man is only a free man
when he wants nothing My Mind has
been oppressed with a pall of

and dread lam afraid that if
you sign this pledge and from this
pool that with the immense growing
crop especially a large part of it

the influence of the Equity that
the society at the end of 1909 will find

Itself in exactly the same situation as
in 1908 The Continental will be able
to get sufficient tobacco from various
sources so as not to be forced to buy

Th impunity with which you cut
out the 1908 crop will when you get
again in the hole encourage you to
try it again and if you do though I
am a man of peace and law and will

to prevent any fraction of either
I am sure from my knowledge of hu
man nature that the people will not
again submit to having their legal and
constitUtional rights of attending to
their own business In their own way
denied them The dreadful result of

conflict no man can predict That
this apprehension is not chimerical la
strengthened by the fact that the new
pledge provides for a permanent

in the way of a stock com

pany with highly paid officials as a
matter of course whose selfinterest
will urge continuous activity and who

will very much increase the probabili
ty of the societys resorting to any
means to avoid failure in their des
potic This apprehension more
than any question of price has actu
ated me to come here today

Law and order peace and good will

and the protection of our rights of life
liberty and property are above price

P S No 2 The Equity Burley
trust crowd say I am the bought
spokesman of the Continental while
in fact I am the only independent man

who Is against all trusts of whatever
form or shape who receives no corn

Ipensation for his services and pays

his own expenses for publication etc
My comparison is solely with the Le
Bus crowd

The equity orators are so far as 1

know either candidates for office

high salaried officials and employees
or those having their expenses paid

These various sums we confidently be
lieve come out of funds accruing from
the pools of 1906 and 1907 either the

300 per hogshead or the 10 per cent
gross proceeds or both Applying the
proceeds of these two pools to this
entirely new project to which many

of these subscribers object seems tc

us neither justifiable in law or morals

The kings and queens of the harnesE

and saddle classes will all be there tc

compete for the attractive stakes a
Bdurbon Ffiir Paris Sept 7 to 11 in
elusive Many new rings have beer
added including the draft horse class
A fifty dollar colt ring will also be i
feature There is money for every clasi
of live stock at the old Bourbon Fain
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